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EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF AN OPERATING 100 kW WIND TURBINE*

Bradford S. Linscott
^puty Manager Mod 1, 1500 kW Wind Tubbine

John Glasgow
Manager Mod-0, 100 kW Wind Turbine

NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland. Ohio

Abstract

William D. Anderson
Manager - 14od-0 Dynamics Analysis

Robert E. Donham
Project Engi:.eer - Mod-0 Metal Blades

Lockheed Califorria Company
Burbank, California

•Jarious studies have indicated that Wind Energy has
the potential to make significant contributions to
the Nation's energy reeds. The level of contribu-
tion depends on the initial and operating costs of
the machines which can convert wind energy to elec-
tricity or other forms of energy useful to the public.

Part of the cooperative effort between :NASA and the
Energy R-search and Development Agency (ERDA) has

+	 beer, the design and the erection of an experimental

I
wind turbine by the NASA-Lewis R•sedreh Center. This
100 kW turbine, designated the Mod-0, is located at
the NASA Plum Brook site near Sandusky, Ohio.

Experimental test data have been -orrelated with
analyses of turbine loads and complete system behav-
ior of the ERDA-NASA 100 M4 Mod-0 wind turbine gen-
erator over a broad range of steady state conditions,
as well as during transient conditions.

The deficit in the ambient wind field due to the up-
wind tower turbine support structure was found to be
very significant in exciting higher harmonic loads
associated with the flc,pping response of the blade
in bending.

NOTATION

E = modulus of elasticity, lb/in.2
G = shear modulus of elasticity, lb/in.2
g = damping coefficient
I = area moment of inertia, in.4
J = polar moment of inertia, in.4
K = torsional stiffness, in.-lb/deg
r = radial blade dimension, in.
F = blade radius at tip, in.
Vw = wind velocity, mi/hr
0 = blade pitch angle, deg

= natural frequency, rad/sec
= rotational velocity, rad/sec

INTRODUCTION

Rec ent shortages in the supply of clean energy,
co. • pled with increasing costs of fuel, have forced

*Presented at the Twelfth Intersociety Energy Conversion
August 28-September , 1977.

the nation to reassess all forms of energy, In-
cluding wind rower, to determine their p ractical-
ity. In January 1975, the responsibility for the

nation's wind-energy program was assigned to the
newly formed energy agency, Energy Research. and
Development Administration (FRDA). Under the
overall program, the NASA-Lewis Research Center
(LeRC) provideE nrolect management for a portion
of that program.

The NASA-LeRC wind energy program includes the
(1) design and operation of a 100-kW experimental
wind turbine generator (WTG), (2) program

managemer.' of industry-designed and user operated
WTG's in the 50 to 3,000 kilowatt rar.Fe, and
(3) development of supporting research. and tech-
nology for WTG energy systems.

To meet this objective, LeRC selected a 100-kW WT(,
as teirg 'large enough to assess technology and
solve engineering problems of large (1 - 3 mega-
watts) i.TG's and yet to maintain costs within the
availatle project tudFet. The test prograr. pro-
vides engineering data needed to determine whether
the technology for wind energy can be used to
create machines that will help meet the nation'r
energy needs at costs that are competitive with
other systems.

Test results obtained during the period from
October 1975 through April 1976, while the air
flow was blocked by the tower stairs, have been
correlated with %nalyses. The first effort to
provide Lest/analysis correlation was carried out
by the Lockheed California Company under NASA
sponsorship, Contract ILU 3-20036; the results of
this contracted study are extensively reported in
thi: paper.

A marked improvement in porosity of the tower has
been achieved by removal of the tower stairs and
rails. The test results of this current Mod-0
configuration shows that substantial reductions in
blade flap bending loadings are obtained. A sec-
ond improvement in the Mod-0 system has been the
incorporation of a dual ynw-drivelbrnke-system
which eliminates free play in the yaw axis. This
benefits the yaw system structurally and also
reduces blade inplane blade loadings.

FnFineerin p	WashinEtor, D.C.,
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Figure 1. Mod-O Wind Turbine - Original

Configuration with Stairs and Rails.

Figure .. '	 -.3 Turtine - Current

Configurati	 :t Stairs or Rails

Configurntion II:	 wind turline tower stnirs

and rails are removed. A nechanical lock (yaw
keerer) is installed betwrer the nacelle and tower

structure. The yaw keeper provides much higher

torsional stiffness in yaw rotation than the
single yaw drive. This has beer. mechanically in-

ccrperated by design and installntior of a dual
yaw actuation drive combined with a brake system,

see Figures 3 and L.

Synoptically, the results that these configuration

changes achieved 
on 

the wind turbine blade root

ber.dir.g mer:er.ts (measured at :. 	 'es fror

shnf• center line) are surr.nri 	 t or. Table '.

I

Do
Figure 3. Mod-O Wind Turbine - Current

Configuration Pual Yaw rrive, Motors and

(,ear Boxes

i
I
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The M.-)d-0 testianslysis program is providing the
engineering data necessary t) support the develop-

ment of rind turbine technology while directly
solving the real engineering problems experienced

r	 with the Mod-0 machine. Analyses must account for

the tower flexibilitvirotor system in a fully-

coupled description to accurately predict loadings.

SIL"WY

Configuration Fffects on Potcr ?lade Leads. Three

sequential configuration evolutions have resulted

in the current Mod-0 rind turbine. For each of tht

three confi gurations, the wind turbine was o pera-
tionally tested in a similar wind environment. The

purpose for the tests vas primarily to compare

rotor Made load: av n function cf structural con-

figuration., while attempting to maintain an identi-
cal wind environment.

Configuration I - The wind turbine tower is con-
figured with. stairs and rails as rhown in Figure 1.

A single yaw drive is installed between the tower

and the nacelle as described in reference 1.

Configuration II - The wind turbine tower stairs

and rails are removed, as shown in Figure 2. ':'he

single yaw drive betwe en the tower and the nacelle

is retained.

ORIGINAL PAGE' Ii
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moo O
OPERATIONAL

CONFIGU RATION

CONFIO I

CONFIG. II

CONFIG, III

DESIGN

FLAPINISE

MEAN

65, 000

17,250

7 750

13.400

IN►LANE

CYCLIC PEAK TO PEAK MEAN CYCLIC

265,000 108.000 -18,000 154.000

135.000 102,850 -10,280 151,470

232,250 80.000 -18.000 !40,000

129.000 75,000 -11.200 137.500

r

i
1

PE AK TO PEAK

130,000

70,000

64.500

58,000

TABLE I. BLADE BENDING MOMENTS MEASURED DURING CPERATION IN CONFIGURATIONS I, II AIM III
COMPARED WITH THE DESIGN LOADS

BLADE BIND I NG MOMENT IFT-LOS) AT STATION 40

Figure L . Mod-C Wind Turbine urns::'
Configuration Yaw Drive Disc Brakes

The supporting tests and correlations which were

conducted with analytical methods and which lead to

the understanding and solution of these engineering
problems is the primary subject of this paper. To

facilitate a core deta!2-d examination into the

structural d namics of the Mod-0 wind turbine sys-

tem Appendix A has been included which provides
basic Mod-0 geometr

y
, mass and stiffness distribu-

tions, blade frequency spectra, and tower wake test
results by NASA LeRC and Lockheed, also see

references 2, 3 and L.

The blade loading measurements taken for configura-

tions I, II and III, presented in Table I, were
obtained with power loadin gs into a resistive load.
Synchronous operation with emphasis on the power/

drive train dynamics is reported following this

discussion.

Rotor Loads for Configuration I. As reported in

reference 2, the Mod-0 rotor was operating at

40 rpm, the wind velocity was 26 mph with an inflow

angle of 10 degrees and the wind turbine was

producing 10 1? kW of power on the resistive load
bank. The Configuration I operating conditions

for the blade loads are shown in Table I. These
loads are significantly higher than the loads used

to design the blades, reference 3, for 50,000 hours

of operating life, also shown in Table I.

A visual inspection was conducted, by NASA, on each

blade to detect any surface cracks or deformations.
No surface irregularities were found.

The character of the loading in flap bending at

station LO clearly indicates that a strong tower
shadow effect was present, see Figure 5. The large
pulse flap bending upwind, approximatel y forty-five
( 4 5) degrees past vertical (down) In the direction
of rotation., is due to wake velocity deficiency

behind the tower which results in large (12 degree)

thrusting incremental angle of attack.

100 Ooo I II N I
r1^r WliE eFND TA MEIMf NT
BEAD! NO t.ST•b

I0000U 111 AI
I10 000 I N 101
CNOROw.0 eENOINO MOMENT

0 Bi,,D( NO 1.f1Rb
• IA 000 !h INI

>! 000 I]r ql
rl1 r wISE 1E .11A 1.	 Ni

EI EA I I I lei

0 Crpa OwlSF of LADING MDME NT
euDE ND 1 • f]• vD

b gy p.. tFRO ROWER	 ^ s
'uD! nTCN ^NCEt

J . "
0

15 ROTOR ^R-

---' -r^ suoe No I
. no^

Figure 5. :onfi6-aration -1 of Mod-0, 40 R 7N, 100 M,

The Lockheed California Company, desi gner and
fabricator of the Mod-0 metal blades, was funded

under Contract NAS 3-20036 by the NASA-Lewis

Research Center to evaluate the test data and con-

duct structural analyses of the wind turbine rotor
blade to provide:

':ask I	 - Fatigue Analysis

Task II - Analysis of Wind Velocity Measurement

Test Data

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALI'T'Y
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ROTOR AZIMUTH - DEG.

Task III - Correlation of Analytical with Actual
Loads Data

Task IV - Potential Structural Blade Modification

Lockheed arplied two different analytic comruter
program to determine loads for correlation with
measured data supplied by NASA: Lockheed's WINTUR
(WINd TL'P.bine) program, a quasi-steady full,.-
coupled analysis method (a brief descrirtion of
the method is included in Reference 2); and an
adnrtation of Lockheed's REXOR-WT (Revised and
Extended retCR-Wind Turbine) program.

Leads computed by th.e WIN'TUR program were ured to
calculate loads used in the fatigue analysis,
"ask I. The test conditions for which correlation
:as shown are:

• LC rrm and 10C kW, see Fi gures F and

• - rrr.. and zero rower

• 30 rpm and zero power

• 20 rpm and zero rower

• -mergercy feathering

0.1 I

a m 04	 N	 f
JTOWER

Z	 \
m^ 0 —

o
i -0.1

g
T
f -o.e

-1.2
0 40	 80 120 160 200 210 280 320 360

ROTOR AZIMUTH - DEG

FI_re	 _'orrelati_n o:' bladie Ben_-.. -	 rent
Between rest data and Analysis for ;::,J: 	 J-0

100 kW Wind Turbine

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The PEXOP-WT model provides for a variable-rotor-
speed, fully-ccupled, ncn-linear nerostructural-
dynamic simulation of the wind turbine system. The
equations of motion use the LaErar.ge energy arproach
The simulation includes a complete large-motion non-
linear periodic coefficient representation of the
blades and the asymmetric description of the tower-
pylon-shaft system. The model is capable of simu-
lating nonlinear spring, damper and control system
characteristics. The blade loadings, inertial and
aerodynamic, are defined in this stud;; as 13

RPM - 401NOMINALI

	

02	 VV-276 MPH (TOWER 90 FTI

100 KW

	

0	 {	 \ `	 /^

	

02	 BLADE STA 370
O--	 TEST

	

-0.1	 ANALYSIS

10	 80	 120	 160	 200	 210	 280	 320	 360

2	 ROTOR AZIMUTH - DEG

0.2

Z f	 o
Z Z	 /	 J

m 8	 -^^^
W	 - 0.2	 -
N

°	 -0.10	
0	 40	 80	 120	 160	 200	 210	 280	 320 3600

U
ROTOR AZIMUTH - DEG.

e j. 'orrelation of Blade Bending Moment
Between Test and Analysis for ::A17A I. D-0 100 k'..

.C:n.i -,.;rbine

radial panels. Aeroelastic analyses (divergence,
flutter and stair) of rotating ani sto pped r.t
blades are presented in Reference 5. :or added,
clarity of the general dynamic analysis of the
ccupled rotor-towe r oy-ste p., including considera-
tion of order analysis	 ti.e nonlinear case,
see References C and 7.

The wind shear modeled in the program (actually
in both the Wl::':L'9 and REXOR-WT programs) was

defined by the equation

Vw (r, .,t) = V	
(t) IF(r.-'

w
REF 1

where H is the distance above the ground, var.'n.-
with radial position, r, and azimuth indexing,
of each blade. HPEF is the reference altitude at
which tl:e wind velocit y is defined. A value of

C.2 was used.

Tower shadow data for this study was supplied by
:AfA from wind tunnel model tests. A ecmrariscr.
of the wind tunnel data with a simrlified arrroxi-

mat_ion used in the model and with test data from
Task 11 which was surT 1 i ed b;; :_o ,kheed1'
Huntsville facility is shown. on Figure E. The
comparison is good. The analytic representation
in the model is a simple triangular patterr. which
has a thirty degree azimuthal sector width and
100 percent retardation of the wind at the reek of
the triangle, directly behind the tower. The
rattern 'r shown in the following sketch:

wlRn
vtLOCITv
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SL ADt
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The REXOP-WT solution method is a sterwise
history. The time step of integration is one-
fortieth. to one-sixtieth of the period of the
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5° 236.000 1140 63,000 86° 90,000 45°

200 165,000 50 51.000 80° 36,500 450

300 228.000 190 74,000 70 60,000 600

340 250.000 90 99,000 no 110,000 520

10 225.000 590 15.000 82° 526.000 46°

550 49,000 590 230,000 340 93.000 47°

61 0 67,000 780 278.300 550 122.000 620

230 220.000 52° 112.000 250 247,000 450

7° 79.400 1170 21,600 89° 38.000 52°

230 52,300 80 20.900 83° 15.200 50°

320 66,600 210 22,700 100 18,700 54°

31 0 x,000 30 32,000 80° 37,000 520

4° 56.100 56° 2,600 SO° 178.000 47°

38° 13,000 570 70.500 34° 28.300 48°

400 19,200 710 $4,000 55° 34,100 620

200 1	 61,000 1	 490 37,000 230 90.000 440
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Figure 8. Comparison of Measured Flow
Retardation With Fulse Used in Analyses (at
approx. MR)

!lighest system dynamic frequency. A comparison of
experiment, WINTUR, and REXCR-WT results is shown
on Talle IT.

Introducing tower flexibility generally improved
the correlation except *or 5P chordwise bending
moments. The effect of tower flexibility was to

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF REXOR AND WINTUR ANALYSIS

	

HARMONIC	 OP	 1P

LOADISOURCE 	AMP	 AMP	 0	 AMP

improve correlation of the 3P and 5P flapwine
bending moments and (in particular) the 3P chord-
wise moments. The flexible tower analysis tends to
overpredict 2P flai- and chord moments. Examination
of time histories indicated this was due primarily
to the control system feeding 2P collective oscil-
lations into the system.

As expected, freeing the rotor shaft has a signifi-
cant effect on 4P chord moments. A very significant
effect was also seen in the 5P chord momentE. The
fixed shaft analysis tended to underpredict these
moments by a factor of two whereas the flexible
tower/shaft analysis apparently caused a tuning of
the system to 5P, resulting in overprediction of
the 5P chord moments by 6 factor of two.

This tuning effect means that these loads are
critically dependent on assumptions regarding
structural damping on the blades, tower and nacelle
as well as the accuracy of modelling the structural
dynamics of the nacelle/tower. An analysis with
the nacelle yaw-degree-of-freedom locked out
resulted in a large change of the predicted 5P in-
plane moments at station 40 from 526,000 In-lb to
40,200 in-lb. This indicates that these load^ are
very dependent upon both stiffness and damping of
the nacelle yaw system.

An over-plot showing the effect of rigidizirg the
nacelle yaw drive on inplane bending moments is
shown in Figure 9.

More correlation data are presented in Tables 1I
through VI. Showr, in these tables is a comparison

RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA - C kW, 40 RPM.

I It I AMP I	 C	 AMP	 P	 AMP	 t

STA 40 FLAP IIN L81
111 -934,000 294,000 1180 345.000

REXOR
121 -901,000 376,500 1180 231,700

WINTUR (2) -98&500 410,000 1210 240.000

EXPERIMENTAL (3) -954.000 320,000 1546 230,000

STA 40' • INPLANE • ' (IN-LB)
-245.000 467,000 00 88,200

REXOR	 1 111
112) -238,000 451.000 30 11,100

WINTUR (21 -245,000 451,000 30 7,900
EXPERIMENTAL (31 -307,000 450,000 3500 48,000

STA 370 FLAP IIN L81

1(11 -243.000 74,900 1150 102,000
REXOR

,121 -231,000 97,600 1100 66,700
WINTUR	 12) -256,000 100.000 120° 89.E00
EXPERI MENTAL 131 -219,000 71,000 155° 58.600

STA 370 CHORD (IN LBI
-72,000 87,600 4° 30.500

REXOR	
1111
121 -66.300 83.700 9° 7.000

WINTUR	 121 -59,300 81,200 S° 6.100

EXPERIMENTAL 131 -104,000 93,000 347° 231000

NOTES	 (1)	 FLEXIBLE TOWERISHAFT AND ACTIVE PITCH CONTROL SYSTEM

(2)	 FIXED SHAFT

131	 APPROXIMATE READING ACCURACY:

STA 40 FLAP 230.000 IN LB: INPLANE 218.000

-	 STA 370 FLAP 112,000 IN LB, CHORDt6,000

ORIGINA L PACT,,, IS
04_ "Uvn WAJ11i
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tions. The comparison shows experimental data and
results of the REXOR simulation. Table ITT is a
repeat of the data of Tnllle IT, except that shaft
torque is added.

In reviewing recorded shaft torque, th-or(tically,
harmonics of 1F, 3P, 5P, etc., should be zero, yet
experimental data shows magnitudes of these odd
harmonics of the same order nn the even harmonics.
This raises questions as to the necurncy of tt.e
shaft torque experimental data examined in these

studies or- It at the Co.trol s ystem is pumpinP. in

Figure 9. 100 kW - 40 rim Time History Rexor - Wt 	
extraneous frequency excitation.

TABLE ITI. MOD-0 CORRFLATIOR SMTY - 0 kW, 4o RPM

HARMONIC	 OP	 1 ►
LOAD	 AMP	 AMP	 0	 AMP

STA 40 FLAP 11N LBI
ANALYSIS	 -934.000	 294.000	 118°	 345.000
EXP	 _	 -954.000	 320,000	 1540	 230000

STA 40 C110R0 IIN L81
ANALYSIS	 -245.000	 467,000	 0°	 88.200
ENP	 -307.000	 450,000	 350°	 48.000

S7A 37C S LAP IIN LBI
ANAL ,-a	 -243.000	 74,801	 1150	 102,000
EXP	 -219.000	 71.000	 155°	 59.600

STA 370 CHORD IIN LB)
ANALYSIS	 -72.000	 87.500	 4°	 30.500
EXP	 -104.000	 93.000	 347°	 23.000

[LANA

LT TOROUE IIN-LB)
YSIS	 -67	 170	 4°	 19.200

	

 -6,200	 18.300	 315°	 24.700

P 3P 4P 5P

- 0--

114°

AMP-

63.000

0	
AMP

86°	 90,000

-	 t	 {

I
46°

A
- - AMP - -

236.0005°
34° 290.000 8° _99.000 85°	

1	

110.000 529	 111

1° 225.000 59° 15.000 82°	 526.000

I

46°

23° 220,000 52° 111,000 26°	 247,000 45°

7° 79A00 117° 21,600 89°	 38,000 52°
31° 88,000 3° 32.000 Se	 37.000 520

4° 56,100 58° 2.600 80°	 178.000 47°

61000 49° 37.000 210	 90,000 440

40° 540 45°

t88
20°

0 1.050 2° 27000

47° 31800 75° 26.000 26° 24,000 70°

I n

1{
1

TABLE TV. MOD-0 CORRELATION SMY - 100 kW, 40 RPM

NARMONIC OP lP 2P >/ 1/ 5P

AMP AMP 0 AMP 4 AMP PLOAD AMP Q AMP

STA 40 FLAP IIN LB)
ANALYSIS -398.000 341,700 106° 368.000 13° 249,000 -12° 99. G00 -20° 108,900 48°
EXP -371000 391,000 1516 390,000 36° 192.000 16° 85.400 0° 105.000 580

STA 4U CHORD IIN LBI
ANALYSIS -214.500 464.600 -5° 51,700 6° 239.000 60° 73.000 70° 454.000 46°
EXP _ _. -271.000 5041000 40 56.200 28° 171,700 67° 29.200 67° 153,000 64°__

STA 370 FLAP IIN LBI
ANALYSIS -77.600 92,200 105° 108.000 160 84.400 -8° 28,700 70° 52.000 55.
EXP -63.200 97,400 Me 108.200 32° 52.000 11° 31,100 84° 38.600 61°

vSTA 370 CHORD IIN LBI
ANALYSIS -48.700 8h 900 -2° 19,500 110 59 500 60° 21,500 69° 157.000 46°
EXP -59.000 98,000 6° 33,400 28° 46,200 66° 14,400 60° 54.400 54°

SHAFT TORQUE IIN L61
ANALYSIS -264.000 8.900 195° 33.400 98° 16 900 70° 32.500 - 18° 8.350 5°
EXP -319.000 18,700 3490 27.500 33° 13.700 91° 34,900 9° I	 7,600 43°
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TABLE V. MOD-0 COPPELATION STUDY - 0 kW, 30 RPM

HARMONIC 0P IP 2P 3P N SP

AMP	 AW ♦ AM► 0 AMP 0 AMP 0	 AMP	 0LOAD

STA 40 FLAP IIN•LE)
ANALYSIS
EXP

-571.000	 188,000
567,000	 316,000

1230
126°

116,000
106,000

1°
1	 -6°

110,700
143.000

10°	 86,900
-13°	 140,000

770	 68.000	 500
62°	 87.000	 se

STA 40 CHORD (IN-LEI
ANALYSIS -122.000	 "7,000 1° 24100 30 36.000 Se	 17.400 76°	 14,1,000	 130
EXP -222.000	 418,000 -6° 31,700

--

201 32.100

-

34°	 39.000 67°	 146.000	 13°

STA 370 FLAP ION-1.51 -
ANALYSIS -145.000	 47.300 121° 34,600 60 35.700 102° 29.000 79 32,800	 S40
EXP

- -- - _ -	 - - - •-STA 370 CHORD (IN • LUI •-- -
ANALYSIS -36.700	 94.500 3° 8.980 5° 6.500 50° 3.900 76° 4,300	 13°
EXP

SHAFT TORQUE IIN•LIS)
ANALYSIS 7.400	 907 09, 3.150 82° 1.200

r--0.

7,800 30° 2.600	 b•
EXP --- 25.000	 14.30 ISO° SAW 290 i	 8.800 19!00 98° 2.400	 72°

TABLE VI. MOIL-0 COPREIATICII STUDY - 0 kW, 20 PPM

HARMONIC OF 1P 2P 3P*I 4P SP

LOAD AMP AMP i AM► •	
i	

AMP 0 AMP 0 AM► 4

STA 40 FLAP IIN-LS)
ANALYSIS -299.000 265,500 137° 55,900 176°	 114,100 100° 94.700 47° 147.200 310
EXP -223.000 261,000 1010 46.600 136°	 26.600 1316° 103,600 63° 66.000 N

STA 40 CHORD IIN•La)
ANALYSIS -123.300	 427,000 5° 23.400 170	 6,100 14 36.500 "° 44.300 1°
EXP -147.000	 437,600 5° 39.700 1370	 23,000 1	 32° 26.400 440 34,200 7°

STA 370 FLAP IIN•L61
:3-1ANALYSIS -102.600	 65.700 131° 17,900 176°	 33.200 1020 30.400 4E0 51.700 

EXP

STA 370 CHORD (IN L11) f
ANALYSIS -37.000 60,600 10° 9.740 175°	 4,900 1000 12.100 47° 9200. 	 10
EXP

SHAFT TOROUE IIN-LEI - - - - -
ANALYSIS 730 126 115° 3,000 780	 121 94° 29,800 M° 76	 63°
EXP 19.900 22,900 129° 9,900 M°	 11,400 95° 16.000 41° 16 500	 37°

Good correlation is shown for all the harmonics for
the condition of Table III Ott. the exception of
the 4P and 5P inplane/chcrdwise bending moments.
Similar results are obtained for the 100 kW -
40 rpm conditions shown in Table IV.

i

Table V shows a comparison of the harmonics of the
same flapwise and inplane/chordwise bending momr,ets
and rotor torque for the 0 kW - 30 rpm condition,
and Table VI gives the comparison of loads for the
0 kW - 20 rpm. Good correlation is obtained at all
three rotor speeds. Th e peak flapwise bending

moment, at the higher rotor speeds, is underpre-
dieted by approximately 15 percent, see Figure 10.

1 j	 The "first emerger.cy feather" case was selected for
transient correlation. The results of transient
REXOR-WT analysis are presented in plotted time
history compared with experimental data is shown

I	 in Figure 11.
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Feather"

At R selected time. the blade pitch an gle was com-
manded to feather and tl.ereby stop the rotor. The
time was selected tr attempt to have the initial
rotor indexing, correspond to the experimental
azimuth indexing.

Figure 11 shows the comparison of blade angle and
rotor rreed. 'Note that the rredicted rotor speed
decay is analytically farter than the experimental
rate. Thin difference causes the relative phasingr
of the analysis and experimental loads to shift
with time since load amplitudes are Azimuth depen-
dent. This shift In phase is best illustrated by
the nine waves of rotor azimuth (predicted and
experimental) ('lotted on the tottom of Figure 11.
This means that the correlation should be directed
at an envelope of loads, not at the relative load
rharing.

Figure 11 also shows a comparison of the Pxleri-
mental And iredicted time histories cf flab and
inplane bending, at station L0. Rote the fnirly
good comparison of moment amplitudes.

The drive shaft 4r oscillatory loadr problem
appears to be associated with the variable sprint

rate of the low Freed shaft flex courlinr. A
coupler of varintle torsional stiffness vrnnerts
the windmill shrift to the pear train that drives
the generator. The stiffnern v-ries with output
torque no that tt.e low frequency generntor-llnde
natural frequency varies (sec Fig. 1: and Fef. 8)
from just above 3P to dust above 6r as power out-
put varies from 100 kW to zero at full rpm. ",'his
enuser. torr.ional resonant oscillations of the
venerator at LF At power or torque output levels
within the urrolIt- rnner , As indicated in tLis
figure. 71-n solutions to thin rrotlem. in the
way of confipurntion clanpPs, al'rear to be
feasible:

• Incrense the coupler stiffness sufficiently to
raise the natural frequency of the mode to an
nrceptntle level (beinv careful to not drive it
Into the 6r region). or

• Add n torsionn] damper ncror.r the crutler that
increases damrinp in the mode to greater than
10 percent of critical.

Figure 13 shows the variation in natural frequency
and mode share of the 1st and 2nd tor."ionnl/
rotational modes nr the couplinr r.tiffnerr is IT,-
-reared. The modes are shown with unit Made tip
to" r,• 1 ' e	 et.t I'ene!• ' L r rt1'rAtLre

rotation requiv,. shown is the actual nrmnture
rotation factored by 1/Fenr ratio. The low fre-
quency moder are characterized by venerator torque
momentr opporinr blade deflection moments, while
the !,iph frequency modes Are characterized by
blade And generator armature moments opposing the
rotor but motion moments. Mode : it seen to be a
rotor 1st inpinne collective mode that tins a rota-
tional frequency of approximately l rr and is not
likely to cause eericur. re:;onar.cr it 1ler..r•.	 (How-
ever. it too should be detuned from nn even integer
value of r).

The low frequency mode Wode 1) resembleh t; simple
two-srool mode, and nr such ronsesses a generator
torque trar.rmisribil!t;: that chnnpes little with
abaft torrional stiffnern. Transmissibility
actunlly reduces somewhat with increasing shaft
stiffness due to 1'ade bending. If the coupling
stiffnern in increased and made mere nearly inde-
pendent of shaft. torque, the system can be de-
tuned. A diradvantnpe to this solution is that
the resonant frequency mirt.t rtill cresr the 6P
line during steed-ur to and slow-down from operat-
ing rim, and large orelllntirnr could occur if the
rpm dwelled at a critical value for any length of
time. These would be amplitude-limited only by
generator dampin g and not by the Lion-linearity of
the spring as they arrear to be at present.

The neernd solution, that of employing a darter
0.1le leaving the couplin g In its rrPrent confi gu-
ration, would not eliminate the Lr resonance but
could attenuate its amplitude to an AcceptRble
level. The damper would also attenuate vibrations
at other frequencies.

i
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Conclusions and Pecommer.dationr Bared ^r
Test Anal:.rir

• Accurate prediction of blade loadr, Ierticulnrly
At hivher frequency, requires an accurate de-
scription of tower, nacelle, and drive trnin
dynamics.

• Blade high frequency mode turinp can be si p
-rificantl.v nffected by the rtructurnl dyrarricr

of the tower and nacelle. Chord bendin p must
be monitored if nacelle yaw syrtem character-
irtler rare changed to assure that blade loads
don't become excessive.

• Good FiFreenent betweer. calculated and measured
loads war obtained in an analyris that in-
cluded only two blade dynamic modes, first
fInT and first lnplane, ar.d It blade quari-
steady torsion mode.

• Operation of the WTG, in its rresent confipu-
ration, should avoid power and rpm combina-
tions that result in pererator -armaturf
resonance.

• To eliminate the nmaturE resonance problem,
use of either an increnred stiffrers couTlir.F
or an across -coupler damper appears feasible.
Further analyses would aid in making a choice
,Led are required to ensure an adequate design.

MPATION FXFERIFTICF AND £XT'FBI!•'F!iTAI. DATA

It was aprnrent that certain redesign actior:: were

1	 0	 1000	 2000	 2000	 4000	 0000	 needed to reduce the rotor blade loads. Fven
•	 KG FTLB/RAD	

though the estimated level of blade fatigue damage
was small, further operation in Configuration I
would lead to a significantly shorter blade fatigue

	

Figure 13. Generator Armature, ^ha:t and nind 	 life than planned. Lockheed determined that less

1	 Turbine Blade Natural Vibration Modes an.!	 than 10 percent of the fatigue life of the blades

FYequencies vs Shaft Stiffness	 was expended during, operation in Configuration I.

i
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:'A.^A-Lc PC decided to remove the stairs in the
center of the tower structure. The stairs were
used to provide access from the ground to the
nneelle, on top of tt.r tower, that houses the
rotating machinery.

Also, two structural rails were removed from one
ride of the tower. The rails were used to guide a
cable car that also provided access to the top of
the tower. The increased air flow tends to smooth
transitory air loads on the rotor blader as they
nveer from freentreRm In t o tb.r airflow on the
downwind side of the Lover. ':he expected improve-
ment is from almost a 100 percent velocity deficit
to only a :"` percent velocity loss, based on both
wind tunnel tert and laser dorrler velocimeter
measurement r•. This configuration, der.tgnated TI,
vas then tented at very similar wind conditions to
facilitate comrnrir.on with the ori g inal test con-
figuration I.

Rotor Londr for Cor,figurnt_ion T1. With the Mod-0
wind turbine in confipurati^n 1I, the machine was
operated at 40 rpm anr' data was taken as shown in
Fi gure 14. The flepwise and chordwise rlad- t.end-
InF moments at station 4o are shown in Figure 14.
Blade station 40 is located 40 inches from the
center of rotation, mear•ured along the blade radial
centerline. Seven cycles of flarvise and inplane
berdlOF moments wore RnRlti• :ed. The raven cycles

700 000

f LAPWISE MN, tt I6 BLADE STA 40

-700 D00
-170 000

IN ► LANE MN, It I6 BLADE STA 10
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_10
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n

Figure 14. Oiuration in ;onfiguration 11
1e)

selected fall between the two vertical rarallel
lines shown in Figure 14, During that time
period, the blade pitch angle maintained an Aver-
nre value of -2 . The binde pitch nng l e war ron-
trolled to maintain constant rotor an pulnr speed
(rrm). The niternator power 1rto tt,t, rer.ir.tive
load bank war manually ret at 8o kW. Re r• aure the
winds were quite variable, as shown in F!pure 14,
It was difficult to manually control maximum
pov.r, also rhnvn in Figure 14, while maintaining
40 rrm. The wind direction an gle with respect to
the nacelle _irulnr rrsition, (inflow e.. ±1e

rhown in Figure 14, fluctunted tetw•en 1*	 i50
during the time reriod	

q

:'elect ed.	 Ilse av-rnpe in-
flow ^.ple war estimated nt nbn"' ;00 . Th e tor-
sion mtenent menrured between tt.e nacelle and the
tower, Fi gure 14, fluct.unted to high valuer. The
natural frequency of the nacelle drive mechanism
tar been analyzed nr temp close to the frequency
of the yaw torque loads produced by the rotor
blades. For this reason, the penk vnlucs of the
yaw torsion londr are seen to ampllf;, and nttenu-
ate over the time period considered. NASA-LeRC
was concerned that there hi gh penk lnndr necurrinr
In the yaw drive mechanirm wou:d ::ignifirnntly
reduce itr fati gue life.

Redesi gn of the yaw drive mechanism appeared nec-
essary. Analyser conducted 'or NAPA-LePC by
Lockheed Aircraft Corr. indicated tt:nt if the
torsional rtiffnern of the rin g le yati. drive
mechanism was increa sed, an attenuation of in-
plane blade cyclic bendin g mr-rentr would occur.

A y riw keeper wan oririnnlly deri pned and in-
stalled on the Mod-0 wind turbine to restrain
the nacelle In the- yaw direction as a safety
precaution, durin g assembly or disassembly of
the yaw drive mechanism. The yaw keeper, when
inrtnlled, provider a torrirnn T coupl!n g between
the tower and nacelle that is stiffer than the
ringle yaw drive mechanism. Because the yaw
keeper war avnilable for ure, and becnu.,e it pro-
vided ridded torsional stiffness, 1;ArA I.eRC
decided to conduct operational te-ts on the Mod-0
wind turbine with the ,taw keeper inrtnlled.

Rotor Loadr. for Configuration III. With the
Mod-0 wind turbine ir, ronfir+irntion ITT, the
machine war operated at LC rpm, producin g 100 kW
Into the resistive load tank. The data to shown
In Ft pure 15.

The flarvise and chordwire blade bendin g moments
at rtat.ion 4o nre nhown in Figure 1`. Ten cycles
of flopvire rind inplane bendinp moments were
analyzed. The ten cycles selected are banded by
the two vertical rarallel liner. Pur!n p that time
period the blade pitch am ple, shown in Fi gure 15,
maintained an average value of -3.5 0 . The wind
direction ample with respect tc the nacelle angu-
lar rositicn, Figure 15, fluctuated between -80
and -160 over the time Tertod selected. The aver-
age value is estimated at -120 . The yaw keeper,
when installed, only allows one nnpular position
of the nacelle with respect to the tower structure,
or ground. The nacelle is positioned at :570 from

prid north position. This restricts the operation
cf the Mod-0 to the time periods when the wind
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direction it from the South —meet. Thi n roaitior
vac rrlected tecaure the most prPdominnte wl-A
direction Ir from the South-Nest at the wlnd
turllne :Ite.

The yew keeper de:-ipn Trevented a close matet; of
the wind inflow an gler m. , nr • ured durtnr -Teratinn
rf the wind turbine for c ,nfirur.tionr : at.1 TI.

	

A wind inflow an ple of -111 w• 	erien-ed dur-

	

ir.r nprrntton in rnnfi ,rati , 	 while a

	

4 100 inflow ar.;le was .ntima 	 uurinr operation
In conf ! gw • rat.ots I and IT.

Up the unit and to run oreratlonal tertr rrir.r
to nnsembly on the wind turbine. "?'.r deaipn
Irevides higher stiffness tetwPen • .1.e nnePll"
and tower than the rin pl- yaw drive deripn.
'"he -Ingle ':Rw drive nllowr•d stout . i -n d^rrf•
in ynw free Tlay. The dual ynw drive war
denirned to reduce the free play by preloadinr
the drive rhaftr, in torsion, nne ara!nr t tt.P
other.

P. In F'irure L, three hydraulic disc trnk.e: fire
r.hown. k?1en the dire vrnkes fire nttl!P •!, it
friction lock In obtained between the tower
and p arelle. This: cyntem wnr derirred fir n
replacement for the ;:aw keeper. 71.e disc
brake nyrtem allows any der r red lo.ked nrierl-
tation of the nacelle and rrtrr llnilrr with
respect to the wind directions. In nd9',•!cr
the disc br •f.ke design provide- varinl:e '•nw
mor,.ent it ;fnerr In excesr of that rr .-Hed
by the double yew drive.

Cnm orison
t
 of Plnde Lradr ^urine n erntirr 11r;;

Conti r-ur•n on I, 7 ar.d :TT

_,r nvernpe tlndr loads menrured durtnr nrerntI,t,
r. ronfipuratior. I. IT end TIT are rhnwn ]r
.able I.

On eomTnrirr flaTw{re blade tendinr mfrs-r • . f,r
confl puratinn I and II the obr •ervatior,r fire
listed below.

1. The nvernpe cyclic fLLrvir•e tendir.r rrrero wn:
reduced ty L$_ rerePn+ durtnr nT Pr 1 • ` r r. In

cnnfirurntinn 17.

The Rear flit-vise bend . re nnment wn: • reduced
ty "• percent A ur'inp nrerntirn ]r,
ennfi purntirn IT.

';1.r ave rnr •• ! e nk to Tellk, r•rnn fund cvcl!r inilnne
lendinr nr•mertr exrer!Pn,-Pd during nrernti^u In
enr r irurntinn IT were remewlnt r.maller 1 1,Rr. the
IORd.r nrarured durinp o;ernt!nr. it: ennfip.irntict, :.
There rerultr indicate thPt removal of the tower
rtairr and rnilr har a rronounced effect nn re-
durirr ti ne flr.Twife ter.dlnr moment lrnd: !r: the
rnt-r tIader. !! rvev e r, confirurntirn :' I.nd
little effect on redurinp the irTlan P I-r.dinp
moment lnadr In t I.- rntnr binder.

F LAPWISF MN It Ih R  ADE St  40

IN ► LANE MN IIIh BLADE STA40

BLADE PITCH ANGLE d.9

ROTOR SPE FD rpm

NACELLE DIRECTION IDEGI

ALTERNATOR POWER OUTPUT 4W

NACELLE WIND SPEED mph

IACILLE WINDDIRECTION d.E

Ac a result rI there tert data and a ueed tc
reduce rotor blade loads dur!np M.od-C operation.
IAA.^-A-IPPC derirnP •: and Rrrembl*d a new yaw drive
unit. 711. -alit war Itirtnlled on the Ilod-O wind
turbine In March 1 077 for fir-rational terta.

The yaw drive ornipn har tvr features, ar
deseribed below.

1. No yhw drive nect.anismr were used. ratter
than one, and Ic called the " dual yaw
drive unit." -.1rc elect• ic motore and two
peer hexer, urPd to dr. P tt.r nacrlir in
yaw, are shown In ri„urr ?. The dual yaw
drive in mounted tr a test stand in thin
fIpurr. The tent stand war used to build 	

li

fir crvrlr fir Ir.r Int Ifine 11nde bend!nr norr.en t : • fr r
rrnf'eurrlt i ro n :' ILYA '11. t !.r r1 serve,# I , r.: firs•
lifted bel,•w:

1. The nvernpe cyclic inpglru:e tPtldinr mrnPn • woe
reduced by 72 percent durit. p n7ernt1 r r. In
conflrurnticn ITT.

?- The r.,Pnn InTIRne tendinp mt;ment !r.crPn:ed 1.;
7 r, rercent during op-ration, In
cenfi purntior. TIT.

The nvernpe ;Pak to reek, nean and cyclic flhiwire
bendin g nnrentr exTPrlenrr •] dur!r.r rieraticr. Ir.
confipurntinn 1:I are rmaller thar. t t P lnadr:
rearured durin g operation in confl gurn • 1on 1:.
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Figure 16. 20 R TM Synchronous Operation

These -esults indicate that by increasing the ;raw
stiffness of the structure between the nacelle and
tower, the c y clic inrlane blade bending moments
can be significantly reduced. however, configura-
tion III had little effect on reducing the cyclic
flc -ise blr.de bending moments, when, compared t^
the blade loads encountered during operation in
configuration II.

3ynehronous C eration - Power/rive ':rain Dynamics
Figures 16. li ar.d It present data representative
of creration on a large rower grid. Fach of the
figures show tir..e histories o f blase flarwise and
chord-wire herding moments, rotor torque, alternator
power and current, rotor blade pitch angle and
retcr :reed.

T.n synchronous creration, the alternator is esren-
tially locked tc the rcwer gr i d at a fixed speed
of 1800 rpm. The wins	 turbine is therefore con-
strained to overate at a fixed speed dictated by
the mechanical advar.tare between the wind turbine
and the alternator. Any tendency on the cart of
the rotor tc vary .from this fixed creed is re-
flected in, drive trair. deflection. The data rre-
sented illustrates the effect of drive train
flexibility on synchronous o peration on the ''od-C
mach re.

Initial s;.nchronous operation of the ''od-0 wind
turbine was conducted at a 2C r pm rotor sreed.
:his speed was chosen because high rotor blade
loads had teen encountered a* the design rotor
creed of 4C rpm. These '.sigh blade leads were the
result of excessive nacelle ;;awing motion durir.r
40 rpm operation.. Tests at 40 rpm were discon-
tinued until a modification to eliminate this yaw
problem could be incorporated. In the meantime,
synchronous operation tests at 2G rpm were
Fianned. =urir.r. these tests, large rower

oscillations were encountered at this "off-derign"
rotor speed.

The r-)wer oscillations were attributed to a drive
train. resonance at 40 rpm, or twice the rotor
speed of 20 rpm. The resonant response .s driven
by the excitation of rotor torque caused ty tower
shadow. A plot of calculated rotor tcrqup verrus
rotor position for a 4C rrm rotor s p eed it chows:
in Figure 1y, and is illustrative of the `crque
characteristics for all rotor s peeds. :'his
torque es the driv'-n g force of the rotor will re-
sult In Dr. impulse each time a blade passes
behind the tower. The drive train mus t either
store this torque imrulre or transmit it to the
Fenerator which will result in a rcwer fluctuation..

In the case of the Y.od-^ test at 2C rpm.., the
torque impulses occurring at 2 time: t}.e rot<r
s peed (2P) coinci 4e3 with the drive train natural
frenupncy, and the impulse loads were amrlified
to create a power oscillation with a peak-to-reak
value arrroximately eq ual to the rower set roint
as shown in rigure lc. As indicated in the fi g

-ure, blade leads were not significantly affected
by the rower oscillations, but rotor torque was a
direct analo g, of the power trace. The tunea
;ewer oscillations !save been generally at 2P and
exhibit a beating tenders;: with a 10 to 20-second
period.

The oscillations were obviousl y due tc drive train
resonances at the 20 rpm rotor s ,,ee•d and it was
predicted that creration at 	 rrr would sepa-
rate the forcinF frequency frorn the drive train
resonance (i.e., drive train resonance at 40 crm,
forcing function 2x26.3 = 52.6 cpm) and -educe
the magnitude of the oscillation.. The results of
these tests at 26.3 rpm are shown. in Figure 17.

.n-, -vemert rc '.*ri from the change in rotor
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speed as predicted and we concluded that the
Expected result could be explained by the non-
linear spring characteristics of the low speeC
_haft coupling,, resulting in a drive train which
would produce a resonance response over R broad
frequency range.

ORIGINAL PAGIr IS
OF Pc()R QUALITY

After these results were obtained, it was felt
that an increase in the rotor speed tc Lc rpr,
the design speed, would demonstrate a marked re-
duction in power nrcillatinns. rue to the prob-
lems with the yaw restraint, mentioned above,
these tests were conducted with the nacelle locked

f
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to tl:e tower. (Te.tr nt 21..3 rpm with and witi.out	 RFFFRFIICFf
the nacelle locAed to the tower indicated that
this find no effert on 2P power oscillationr.) As 	 1. Puthoff. Richard I..: Fabrication and Assembly
Indicated :n FiFurc . 18 ti:e rower oscillations 	 of the FRDA/NASA L00 Kilowatt lxperiaental Wina
have been greatly reduced at the 40 rpm rotor 	 Turbine. NASA TM X-3390. 1976.
speed.

I
1

Tests nt 40 rpm rotor speed produced a more favor-
able separation between drive trnin frequency and
forcing frequency making the drive train arpear
more compliant or softer and permittinv mere of
the torque variations to be stored in the drive
train. Ar. indication of the effect. of the softer
drive trnin is :shown by comraring the rotor speed
traces in Figure 10, 17 and 18. Rotor speed is
measured on the low rpeed shaft at the Fear box.
At .^C rpm the rotor rpeed is rather stendy and
variations do not exceed l rpm peak to fenk. At
26.3 rpm rotor steed is very stendy and at 40 rpm
the rotor speed e:dribits variations approaching
2 rim : peak-to-peak. These tests indicate that
a very soft highly compliant drive train will
runimi:e mower oscillations and will result in
a smoother operating machine. This conclusion
has been borne out by drive train analysis and
hariwar-e is being fabricated. The modified
drive train will have its resonant frequency
reduced by a factor of two and will have increased
damping. This modification should result in an
improved power trace throughout the range of
rotor : • peedr from 20 rpm to 40 rpm. Other menns of
Incorporating drive trnin flexibility are being
Investigated. promising techniques will be evnlu-
nt.ed in the Mod-0 program.

Additionnl system test results including binde
loadings 

III
	 ERDA-NASA 100 kW Mod-O ns well as

nnalysl:: .if the : CO kW MA-GA Wind Turbine, now
being assembled for installation ? s part of the
municipal power plant of Clayton, New Mexico, is
reported In Reference 9.
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The tower was designed by the ',W7A-1.eR(' Facilities
Fnr'_neerin` Division. 	 In recortnition of the impor-
tance of this experimental facility tc the testinr
of future n stems, the po<sitility of dynamic it.ter-
action between the rotor and tower has been mini-
mized by desi gning. the structure with hirh stiffness
and hirh natural frequency.	 A "ASTRAH model of this
system has been formulated ani the results cf the
dynamic analysis show that the first bendin, • natural
frequency of the tower.'rot, r i!,	 _.5 Tiz	 (.3.T5i' at
i. 0	 ri,m).

The elastic characteri^tics of the support shaft, e
bedplate, and tower have been counted to the rotor c

i

I

Ihescription ^f the 100-kW UM System

The 103-kW experimental WTG consists of a two-
bladed, horizontal-axis, rotor system driving. a
synchronous electric ,enerator through a step-up
Fear bo:.. This equipment is mounted on top of a
100-foot tower as shows? in FL ,ure A-1, with the
rotor located downwind from the tower. Tile rotor-
turbine operates at 40 rLvn generating 100 kW of
electrical power with an 18-mph wind velocity mea-
sured at tl,r r t r-t..rhine axie height.

ROTOR SPEED
TRANSDUCER

WEATHER INSTRUMENTS

FIBERGLASS
HOUSING\

HYDRAULIC	
.-.- 0j'

SYNCHRONOUS	 I^ 	 \	 ` BLADES
ALTERNATOR	

r	
\\

YAW OE AR BOX /	 SLIP
RINGS

TOWER

Figfu•e A-1. 100 kW F.xherlmentr.l Wind Turbine
Generator

The hub and Llades are mounted on is shaft which
drives a speeu-ul: rear box. In the rear box, the
shaft rpm is increRsed from -0 to 180+0 rpm. .A
hirh-speed shaft connects the :ear bux tc the
lc( ,-'.&W alternator.

"he 1.5-foot-ciarTeter hingeless rotor has two
aluminum blades desir_red to provide 1 1 3 kW of
shaft rower Lt 18 mph wind speed when rotating at
40 rpm. They have a 33.8 degree nonlinear twist
with	 NACA 23000 _eries airfoil.

The pitch change mechanism consists of an hydraulic
pump, a i , res_-ure control valve, a^tuatcr and ,-ears
for rutatiunal movement of the blades. 'Phis me-
chanists is similar to that used or, some aircr-rt
propellers. At wind velocities above 18 mph, the
rotor blades increase pitch, thus spillinr the win.i
at,d ensuritu: that the electrical power develrped
does not exceed 100 kW. Nelew b and above CC mph
the turbine blader will be placed in a feathered
position and the machine shut down.

the tower, 100 feet tall, is an open steel truss
structure secured to a steel-reinforced concrete
foundation. The WIG equii ,mer.t at the tol of the
tower is aesianed to rotate (yaw). Yaw control
allows ali gnment of the rotor with the wind direc-
tion. Yaw rate is 1/6 rpm and is operational when
the machine is or is not tiereratin t' lower. "'his
allows alignment with wind direction changes that
occur with the passalte of a weather front, but not
with rut:dom variation of wind direction sue to
Rusts.

is

variant equations must br solved.

:he : ockheel-'a; i f, rnia Sor..pany berm: work in
Sel tember 1974 under Contract ::A:?-l r4. i5 on the
100-k:+ WTG blades. This contract provided for
desi^ ,r, analysis, fabrication, instrumentation, and
shake-testinc o` three blades (set of : with one
s pare). glade reametr y is shown in Firure A-:%

0.5

i
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Fil:ure A-2. Blade Gcometry

The use of spars, ribs, stritu •er6, heavy nose skins,
li ght trailin,•-edre skins (thickness determined by
avoidat.ce of hail dama ge), the runt-end fittinrt and
the two heavy machined  ribs is derived frc- conven-
tional aircrnft deslrtn!fabriention technoioFy. A
D-spare structural concept was used which provides
strength, ri g idity, balance and low weight; these

BRAKE	 LOW SPEED SHAFT	 system, and blade spectrum !req ,ien^ies as well as
FLE XIBL: COUPLING	 !';Utter stability solutions cbtaineu. Since the

ci.aracteristics of the towe •- support are asyrs^etric
GEAR	

and rotor is two-bladed, the system cannot be
/BOX	 / HUB

treated rirornusl}• by static-nary nenrotatir,r system
^ e„ \	 coordinates with constant. coef:'icients, i.e., time
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fed- 17 Wind -urtine Tower Forr_sit;

'sod-0 wind tunnel tower models have been ccnstr.::ted
at approximately 1/50 ocale ana were tested inde-
pendently by NASA Lewis Fesearch Center and by
Lockheed, usinF rake survey techniques tc determine
the downstream pressure losses and thereby determine
the velocity field characteristics. -he velorit.y
distribution of the full-scale syster.. about the
tower structure was a:sc measured b;: a laser "orrler

17
velocimeter oyster. recently developed by Lockheed.
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:_sties are a_sc consistent r::n roar w_r.;
.cans. ?inure A-3 snows f ,enera: ;trtictl:a:

li ,^ensicns for each blade.

:n the desicn o:' a rotor s yster., ietailed c,.nsi i-
,ration must be given tc aynardc c'raracter stics.
::ems that generally require attention are fre-
,.e.cy place-.ert, f'_utter including wake a""ects,
torsion- flat-inpla:e stability, stall :'1 •.; te! ,, ist
response, and effect c:' tower support and control
system characteristics or. coupled rotor-tower dv-

ic stabil l ty, resperbe, ._earance, a:.: transient
r.s associated with syster. response during st !Lrt-

:nr' and stopping.

to cantilevered blade frequency spectrum fror.. 0 tc
rpm is jresented in Figure A-». These results

are for the fully coupled `1aFpinr - inplare bend-
inq and torsion description..

The distributed inertia characteristics of the
blade, descriLed as a liaised parameter system, are
.liven in "able A-l. Calculated structural stiff-
ness curves for the distributed flap bendinr, in-
:lane bendinr., and torsion characteristics are
:.resented on Figure A-5.

rotatint- structura l. tests were conducted on the
first metal wind turbine blade r.runted or. a test
.fixture. This support fixture simulated the hub/
spindle stiffness of the 100 kW experimental wind
turbine generator. The test/analysis frequency
summary comparison presented in Table A-II sh ws
that excei:ent correlation: was obtained. The t're-
quencies of bile flapping modes and the inplane
modes are both slirhtly higher than calculated
which is largely attributed tc hither blade bending
stiffness levels being obtained. The first torsion
mode was slightly lower than predicted, but for a
2000 cpm mode this is good correlation.

F



TABLE A-I. M: AL WI::D-TURBINE F

11EIL:IIT	 1L1151 X ARM ION 1 Y ARM ION I 2 ARM 111

138.77 0.00 37.31 0.00
188.99 3.11 5496 0.69
25764 3.23 79.01 0 74
130.17 1 54 124.89 0.40
135.68 158 171.27 0.23
11769 2A0 21181 0.38
114.95 1 77 257 66 0. 11
55.04 1.62 290.65 0 51
68.96 0.18 312.5P 0.46

131.45 0.36 34596 012
10801 0 10 38904 0.16
10909 0.28 433.14 0 11
981e 0.27 47710 008
84.39 0 22 521 19 0.08
79.11 0. 16 564.96 001
5605 0.21 60922 001
20.08 0.26 64234 1	 0.00
15.43 0.13 663.66 0.07
28.56 0,04 698.11 0.04
17 28 -0.29 736.45 0.04

195554 1.13 269.97 '	 063
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Figure A-5. Wind-Turbine Blade Stiffness
Distribution

The NASA :.ewis Research Tenter icing- tunnel was
ut ilized in the ^ne case and the Tnclrheod an-

Bored tests were conducted at the Wind Tunnel of
the Gunnenheir: Aeronautica: I.aborator:; at the
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena,
California, under Lockheed independent development
funding,, Fi gure A-6, references 10, 11, and 12.

:'ABLE A-II. METAL WINDMILL BLADE FRF : ''	 7:	 '`'
f'T'.	 "'RUM DETERMINED R`'

:ATING TESTS

TEST/ANALYSIS FREQUENCY SUMMARY

FULL TIP
WEIGHT* NO TIP NO TIP

7.4 L8/8LADE WEIGHT WEIGHT
MODE SHAPE ITESTI ITESTI IANALYSISI

1 ST FLAPPING 97.8 epm 1018 epm^ 99.7 cpm
2ND FLAPPING 280.8 cpm 299.4 cpm 286	 cpm
3RD F  APPING 600 0 cpm 622.8 cpm 610	 cpm
1ST INPLANE 1410cpm 159.6 cpm 143	 cpm
2ND INPLANE 567.6 cpm 588.0 cpm 558	 cpm
1ST TORSION INOT TESTED) 1968	 cpm 2040	 cpm

•METAL BLADE WAS PRIMED BUT NOT THROUGH FINAL PAINT;
SURFACE AREA WEIGHT WOULD INCREASE BY 25 LB/BLADE.

Both tests showed almost 100 percent velocit.. retar-
dation when the tower stairs and rails were rresent
and a,ircximatel .'S lercent when the stairs and
rails were removed.

.he Mod-0 tower was also examined at :.ockheed by a
computer graphics technique to Dive a visual com-
parison of porosity as wind direction is changed.
Fi,-ure A	 shows the visual impressinn of porrisity

versus the actual measured dra g 
f
rom the Galcit

tests.

The tower for the 100 kW Mod-0 wind turbine ven-
erator is constructed of steel where members are
both circular and annular in cross section. The
rlrrular sections were used for the near vertical
members at the corners. The dran coefficient of a
circular cylinder is 1..' before transition, about
two-thirds of the typical, annular structural ele-
ment. A tower constructed entirely of tubing could
be expected tc have a sma::er wake.

lr
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Figure A-5. conventional Truss Tower
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